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ABSTRACT
The problem of determining primary and backup paths for survivable optical WDM
networks is considered. Results of various available routing techniques that try to minimize
the combined cost of primary and the backup path are analyzed for the effects on network
parameters such as mean load, variance of the load on route, number of converters required
by the route and the length of the route. The route cost is modelled such a way that it is
extensible to include any new parameter and vary their relative importance. The efficiency of
such wavelength routed networks has been proved to improve for certain parameters, such as
reduction in blocking probability and number of converters required for desired performance.
The routing is enhanced to analyse effect on network parameters for all node full range
converters, limited number full converters, reserved primary and back up wavelengths and
with no such reservation.
Keywords: Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), Back up path, Wavelength
convertor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in optical switching and in particular wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) have enabled next generation networks to be able to operate at several
Terabits per second. Wavelength routed networks consist of optical switching nodes
interconnected by one or more fibre links. A network failure (link or node failure) results in
huge data loss due to enormous bandwidth of fibre. Survivability of optical networks can be
realized either by pro-active or by reactive mechanism. In protection based scheme each
incoming request is provided with a primary path and a link disjoint back up path at set up
time where as in restoration based scheme an alternate path is determined only after the
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failure. The key challenge is to devise a strategy to determine the primary and the backup
path such that the network throughput is maximized and the resource consumption is
minimized [1].
The above problem is addressed by either separate path selection (SPS) or joint path
selection (JPS). In SPS the algorithm first selects the path with minimum cost and then link
disjoint least cost backup path. Least loaded routing (LLR) selects path having more free
wavelengths, Conversion free primary routing (CFPR) minimizes the number of converters in
the primary path. In JPS algorithm tries to minimize combined cost of primary and the
backup paths [2]. Routing in WDM networks is accomplished by two approaches: 1) static
and 2) dynamic.
In static routing approach the routes between the node pairs are fixed, i.e.., the routes
do not change with the network status. Common mechanisms include fixed path routing and
alternate path routing. Fixed path routing is supposed to have a weaker performance as only
path is established between nodes. A connection requested is blocked if no wavelength is
available on that path. Alternate path routing, in which more than one candidate path are
provided between nodes for a connection request, improves the network performance
significantly. However the candidate path and their preferences are pre-determined without
considering the change in the current network status.
In dynamic routing, the routes are dynamically selected according to the current
network status as in Least Congestion Routing and WDM aware link weight functions. The
results show that the blocking probability of least congestion routing is one or two orders less
in magnitude than that of the alternate path routing in mesh-torus networks [1].
A fundamental property of light-path is its continuity. A connection must be assigned
the same wavelength on all hops of its path. This can lead to blocking of connection request
when same wavelength is not available on given path. Wavelength converters provide
solution to this problem by shifting the wavelength of an incoming signal to another
wavelength. This reduces the blocking due to wavelength unavailability on a hop, as any one
of the wavelengths being available suffices the cause [2]. All optical wavelength converters
are costly and the design should aim at minimizing the total number of converters while
achieving good blocking performance.
Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is a method of combining multiple signals
of laser beams at various infrared (IR) wavelengths for transmission along fiber optic media.
Each laser is modulated by an independent set of signals. Wavelength-sensitive filters, the IR
analog of visible-light color filters, are used at the receiving end.
WDM is similar to frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). But instead of occupying
place at radio frequencies (RF), WDM is exploits the IR portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Each IR channel carries several RF signals combined by means of FDM or timedivision multiplexing (TDM). Using FDM or TDM in each IR channel in combination with
WDM or several IR channels, data in different formats and at different speeds can be
transmitted simultaneously on a single fiber.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Survivability in optical networks can be achieved using protection (proactive) or
restoration (reactive) mechanisms [13] using two different approaches, namely:
1) Separate path selection (SPS)
2) Joint path selection (JPS)
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1) Separate Path Selection
This is the typical approach where the algorithm first selects the path with the
minimum cost as the primary path and then selects a link-disjoint path with least cost as the
backup. The algorithms proposed in the literature differ in the way in which they model the
cost of the paths, as described in the subsequent sections.
a) Shortest path algorithm: This algorithm models the route cost as the number of hops
between the source node and the destination node. This is a static routing approach. The
backup for this shortest path is then computed as follows. The links that comprise the primary
path are removed and the new shortest path is found. This path will be link-disjoint with the
primary. The advantages of this method are its simplicity and its ease of implementation.
However, it is not the most efficient algorithm and many studies [12] have shown that a
dynamic algorithm that takes into account the network state performs better.
b) Least loaded routing (LLR) algorithm: In this dynamic routing approach, the link load
is taken into account when determining a new path. When a connection request arrives, the
path with the least average load is chosen as the primary path. The average load is calculated
as the average of the number of wavelengths that are currently reserved in each link of the
path. Once the primary path is chosen, the links corresponding to the primary path are
removed and the new least loaded path between the source and destination is chosen as the
backup path. This algorithm aims to distribute the load equally among all the links of the
network. The execution overhead of this approach is higher compared to the shortest path.
This algorithm is shown in [4] to improve the blocking performance. However, this algorithm
has not been studied in the presence of limited wavelength converters per node. Further, it
has been shown that the path produced using this mechanism tends to be longer thereby
utilizing more resources.
c) Conversion free primary routing (CFPR):
This method [6] uses a dynamic routing approach that tries to minimize the use of
converters in the primary path. The objective is to eliminate conversion delay, possible signal
degradation and also to reduce the number of converters needed in the network, thereby
reducing the cost. At the arrival of a connection request, the primary path is determined as the
path that requires no converters. The backup path is then determined as the shortest path that
is link-disjoint with this primary path.
2) Joint Path Selection: Here, the algorithm tries to optimize the combined cost of the
primary and the backup paths. SPS approaches that take into account the current network
state (e.g., LLR and CFPR) were seen to perform better than the basic hop count (HC)
scheme. However, a technique that tries to optimize the combined cost of the primary and
backup paths has been shown to perform even better [14], [15].
III. IMPLEMENT ALGORITHM
A Network Model
The network model that is used here is circuit switched network. There are N nodes
and L links, the number of wavelengths between two connected nodes is W. The dynamic
routing is made used. For every OD pair a primary path is established, which the shortest path
considered the route cost. The number of back up paths are chosen by the user for the purpose
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an under selection or over selection of this number either increases blocking probability or
increases the complexity. A primary path or a back up path between certain pair could be
used as either primary path or a back up path for some other pair, making maximum use of
the route capacity to carry data over the channel where every signal is identified by a
wavelength.
B RWA algorithm
The objective of dynamic RWA is usually to minimize the blocking probability or in
other words, to maximize the number of connections that are established in the network at
any time. The difference in performance mainly lies in different routing strategies. Among all
wavelength assignment algorithms, First-Fit algorithm is the most well-known. Wavelength
continuity can cause the wastage of wavelength resources, resulting in low resource
utilization. One possible way to overcome this problem is to use wavelength converters at a
routing node. The care is taken to minimize the number of converters by first maintaining
light path continuity. When the continuity fails at some node the presence of converters at
that node establishes lightpath by assigning the signal the nearest possible wavelength. If
there is no converter at the node where continuity fails, the request is routed through the next
back up path till a success in routing is achieved or the request is dropped for no wavelength
availability over all the set of routes for the OD pair in concern.
C Route Cost Model
Traffic at each node is the measure of requests arrives at a node. The requests are
assumed to arrive following poisons variable with certain mean. The traffic matrix entries
TM(i,j) correspond to traffic demand on the link between node i and node j, directed from
node i to node j.
Link load: this represents the load on a link which is defined as follows

The load on link is the sum of the primary load on that link and part of load from
other OD paths using this same link in their back ups.
Hop counts Hp: this represents the number of hops between the OD pair throughout
the chosen path.
Mean load: this represents the mean load throughout the path.

Variance of the load on path= In case a decision between the two path selection is
trivial due to same mean over paths, the variance is considered. The one with lower variance
is selected.
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D. MRCR Algorithm
When a connection request arrives at source s to destination d following steps are executed
1. Chose the primary path and check if the same wavelength as at s is free at next link of
the path.
2. If the continuity exists forward the request updating the status at the node until the
next node is d.
3. If same wavelength is not available then check for continuity in subsequent back up
paths and repeat step 2.
4. If the continuity for the wavelength is not found after all paths in step then chose e the
primary path and check if any wavelength is free at next link of the path.
5. If a free wavelength is available then convert the signal transmission to next nearest
wavelength (first fit). And forward the request to next link by updating the node status
until the next node is d.
6. If a free wavelength is not available then check in subsequent back up paths for a free
wavelength and repeat step5.
7. Failure to find a free wavelength in step 6 results in dropping the connection request.
IV. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
The simulation were performed using MATLAB 2011b, considering a 30 node
network and a 14 node NSFNET. The results are shown for a 30 node network in this paper.
Traffic is modelled to be poissions distribution event with respect to some mean. The mean
associated is the total session requests per link when the traffic matrix is generated for
N(N-1) OD pairs.
1. Optimal back up paths; Experiments are carried out with varying load to determine
the number of back up paths to be chosen, as lower number of back up increases the
blocking and higher number burdens the network with additional complexity and
lower resource usage. The results in fig 1 show that three back up paths give better
results considering blocking probability as important parameter. Fig2 shows the link
utilisation for the chosen back up paths.
2. Link utilization: this factor gives the measure if all the links of the fibre cable are
used and laying cable is not a financial waste. This factor is higher the better.
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Fig 1: Blocking probability v/s back paths

Fig 2: Link utilization v/s back up paths

3. Number of converters: wavelength converters form the major part of financial
restriction. Hence usage of minimal number of converters for acceptable blocking is
to be taken care of. The results are shown in fig 3 and fig4.

Fig 3: Blocking probability v/s converters

Fig 4: Link utilization v/s converters

4. Reserving wavelengths for primary and back up paths will ensure the priority to
primary requests and continuity. But at the same time blocking and link utilization
should also be acceptable. Fig5 and 6 show the scenario.
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Fig 5: blocking probability v/s reserved
primary wavelengths

Fig 6: Link utilization v/s reserved
primary wavelengths

5. The three wavelength routing algorithms, full range converter at every node, full
range converter at limited nodes, and wavelengths reserved primary and back up
routing are compared in fig7 giving the best individual performance scenarios.

Fig 7: Blocking probability v/s routing method
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper three RWA algorithms were implemented and experimented to find the
optimal number of converters, number of back up paths and number of wavelengths to be
reserved for acceptable performance given variable load. The project tries to minimize the
combined cost of the optical network under consideration also link utilization factor can
decide whether a cable link is useful if laid physically on field.
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